x-COnO if for every (p,q,r) g X Y Z, for every neighborhood U V W of (p,q,r) and for every neighborhood N of f(p,q,r) there exists a neighborhood U' of p with U'c U and nonempty open sets V' and W' with V'c V and W'c W such that for all (x,y,z) E U' V' W' it follows that f(x,y,z) E N.
We shall first show that under certain general assumptions concerning the spaces, Arhandel'skii [3] and Z. Frolk [4] which states that in the class of completely regular spaces, ech-complete and strongly countably complete spaces coincide (Engelking [5] ), see also Frolk [4] where some other properties of these spaces such as their invariance under taking closed open subspaces or products are discussed.
A space X is called quasi-regular, ( Again, we leave to the interested reader a standard verification that f is not
x-continuous at (0,0,0).
ONE-PROMISING HYPOTHESIS.
Observe that the definition of x-continuity at (p,q,r) requires the existence of a "small" neighborhood U' of p and "small" nonempty open sets V' and W' such that q and r "clusters" to V' and W' respectively and such that the set f(U' V' W') is contained in a "small", previously chosen, open set N. This observation prompts us to label this kind of product almost continuity as 1-5-e0btinu/g since we require the existence of only one "small" neighborhood U' (around p) of the three neighborhoods U, V, W.
The term "1-3-continuity" has been used already, in a different sense in Breckenridge and Nishiura [9] . So, now let us consider "2-3-continuity". [14] ). Let X be a Baire, M be metric. If f: X M is quasicontinuous, then C(f), the set of point of continuity of f is dense G 6 subset of X.
